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An Abstract 

 The present study seeks to highlight the similarities and differences between Iratchanya Yathrikam and 

The Pilgrim’s Progress. The study aims at bringing the attention of a larger body of readers, the merits of a great 

work of art in Tamil which has a rich literary tradition. Its comparison with the world- renowned classic of John 

Bunyan may enhance the prestige of not only regional poet but also add to the glory of the Tamil tongue thereby 

projecting the image  of India as a nation that could produce works of international stature. A close study of the 

process of the spiritual transformation of Bunyan and Krishna Pillai would help one understand how it has resulted 

in the transcreation of their spiritual realizations into the literary form of Iratchanya Yathrikam and The 

Pilgrim’s Progress. 
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 No history of the English prose style can afford to ignore Bunyan as a stylist and The Pilgrim’s Progress 

has survived the onslaughts of time partly for the message it conveys and partly for its style. His sermons and his 

novel, if we might call it so, are adorned by numerous images taken from the Bible and daily life. He hardly 

transposed or adapted his quotations; he usually let their melody speak for itself. The New Testament offered him 

images of an infinite sweetness, enriched by his whole life of memories and meditation. In his style, Bunyan 

belonged to the future. He made phrases “that lean forward” and as he grew older, such phrases became more 

frequent. And as he had no pretensions regarding his learning, he let his thoughts speak for themselves. His own 

experience was so vivid that it enabled him to infuse freshness into old themes and this may well have enabled him 

to conceal even from himself his debt to his forerunners and his contemporaries.  
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His vivid personality knew how to impress its individual stamp on everything he consciously or unconsciously 

borrowed. He is said to have always tried to capture his inmost self and this passionate quest is the very essence of 

lyricism and the whole truth is that he remains one of the masters of the English prose. “No doubt Bunyan was an 

unwitting artist, but he was one all the same” says Walter Allen. 

 What is interesting to note that though Bunyan had a humble beginning – being the son of a tinker, he later 

on became a preacher and then a writer attaining an eminent place in English literature. Prof. J.W.Mackail, while 

delivering a lecture at the Royal Institution, observed: 

 “Bunyan was more than an artist and 

 The Pilgrim’s Progress is more than a work  of art” (4) 

John Bunyan, the author of the remarkable book entitled The Pilgrim’s Progress, is commended for his 

originality, W.H.Hutton apt said: 

 “He was most thoroughly original – as 

 Shakespeare and Moliere were original” (P 163) 

It is the clear reality of Bunyan which brings him almost in the company of Shakespeare. He is the writer being 

placed on par with Milton for his lofty aim in leading men and women into God’s way, the way of salvation through 

a simple parable with homely characters and exciting events. Milton set out to justify the ways of God to men in a 

very long poem which is an exacting mental and spiritual exercise. In the words of A.C.Ward, 

“They (Bunyan and Milton) took what they fully believed to be spiritual truth and subjected it to the expository 

treatment natural to men with the instincts of Christian teachers … both were artists … Paradise Lost and The 

Pilgrim’s Progress have survived while thousands of equally fervent religious works of the 17th century have long 

since perished, because both are on different levels, masterpieces of art which please those whom they also teach 

and please no less those who ignore the teaching or suppose themselves to have outgrown” (P 277) 

If an ordinary tinker should be remembered along with literary giants as Shakespeare and Milton, it is because he 

had courage undaunted and made his way determinedly through the tempests and shoals of life, unyielding and 

unflinching and never departing an inch from the truth as he saw it. He also had God-given creative genius to 

compensate for the lack of education. Such a great writer was born at Elstow near Bedford in 1928. His father was a 

tinker by trade and he brought up his son also in the same trade. He came of Yeomen stock but the family fortunes 

had declined and his father was a brazier, or travelling tinker. Bunyan spoke of the “meanness and 

inconsiderableness of my parents” (Hutton 15). But he was grateful to his parents for the education they gave him 

by sending him to the local Grammar School where he learned to read and write. When he was sixteen years of age, 

he lost his mother. 
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 Then he spent some years on garrison duty. When he left the army, he married a pious woman. Though she was 

not rich enough to make life easier for Bunyan and herself materially, she exercised a good influence over Bunyan 

and was a source of spiritual blessing. She gave him two books namely Arthur Dent’s The Plain Man’s Pathway 

to Heaven and The Practice of Piety by Lewis Bayly, which gave him a spiritual awakening. In 1653, he joined the 

Non-conformist church and devoted himself to the service of the Lord. He had a gift of preaching and so 

proclaimed the Gospel in various parts of the country besides doing his job as a tinker. He continued to preach and 

write religious pamphlets. Some of his pamphlets are Some Gospel Truths Opened A Vindication of Gospel 

Truths and Sighs from Hell. 

 There were severe laws enacted against unofficial and unauthorised preachers who began to multiply in all 

parts of the land. Bunyan was arrested in 1660 for disobeying the law and clapped in Bedford jail till the year 1672.  

In those twelve years behind iron bars, he wrote a number of religious discourses as “Christian Behaviour”, “The 

Holy city”, “The Resurrection of the Dead”, and “Grace Abounding”. From 1672 to 1675, he worked as a licensed 

preacher. Again he was arrested in 1675. It was during this period of his second imprisonment that he wrote, in 

Bedford jail, the first part of  “The Pilgrim’s Progress”. Then followed a series of other books from his pen, like. 

The Life and Death of Mr. Badman” (1680). “The Holy War” (1682) and the second part of The Pilgrims Progress” 

(1684), out of which “The Pilgrim’s Progress” became a best seller even in his life time and has remained one of the 

world’s classics ever since, getting translated into almost all the languages of the world. As Cazamian has put it, The 

Pilgrim’s Progress is ‘ a lay Bible’ more widely read than any other book in English, except the Bible. 

 This great masterpiece reached the Tamil readers through a translation of its first part published by the 

Madras Tract Society in Vepery 1793.  Despite four editions followed in the years 1826, 1841, 1842 and 1848, the 

most popular translation entitled Motcha Pirayanam (Journey to Heaven) was done by Samuel Paul in 1882. These 

translations were mainly prompted by a desire of the Christian Missionaries from the West to use it as a powerful 

means of drawing man to choose the path of Christian to reach the Celestial city. However, their role as 

intermediaries is commendable. As expected, H.A.Krishna Pillai was so much influenced by it that he became a 

Christian. A great blessing the Tamil Christians had  was his creation of Iratchanya Yathrikam, a grand adaptation 

of The Pilgrim’s Progress in epic form. Such a scholarly writer, Henry Albert Krishna Pillai was born on 23 April 

1827, to orthodox Hindu Parents – Sankara Narayana Pillai and Theivanayagi Ammai in Keraiyiruppu of Tirunelveli 

District. Unlike Bunyan, Krishna Pillai had received good education. His father sent him to various scholars to 

acquire knowledge in Tamil language  and its classics, as it was customary in those days. Though he was not 

educated in any University, he had read the great Tamil Classics, philosophical and didactic books. 
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 He mastered many of the Tamil Classics and event at the prime age of 14, he is said to have memorized the whole 

of Kamba Ramayanam and interpreted it rather admirably. His mother had extensive knowledge of Tamil 

proverbs and Kamba Ramayanam,  though she did not have any formal education. So right from his childhood, 

Krishna Pillai knew that if he wrote a book of real beauty and piety, it would be read generation after generation by 

countless people and it would help them in many ways. Hence, when he later on conceived the  idea of writing a 

classic himself, he put into it his heart and soul coupled with toil and energy. 

 Pillai is said to have learnt Tamil Grammar under a great scholar, Manikka Vachaga Thevar and Sanskrit 

from Pilavana Josiyar. Tamil and Sanskrit literatures are essentially religious and Hinduism is the basis for both. So 

Krishna Pillai emerged not only as a great Tamil scholar but also as a staunch Hindu. He pursued his studies by 

learning Yappu Ilakkanam under Maha Vidwan Thiruppar Kadanatha Kavirayar. In spite of his having gained 

knowledge in English, history, Arithmetic and Science, he preferred only the deep study of Tamil Literature. A 

profound and deep study of Tamil Classics gave him a command over Tamil language and a group of its fine culture 

and enabled him to produce a classic which has found a permanent place in Tamil Literature. Christianity exercised 

a  profound influence on life, literature and culture of Tamil Nadu during the period of Pillai. It was the time when 

Missionaries from England reached Tirunelveli District through the Church Missionary Society for the  propagation 

of the Gospel and took pleasure in the study of Tamil solely for the purpose of using Tamil as a tool for the 

propagation of the Gospel.  Dr. G.U.Pope rendered into English the immortal Tamil writings like Tirukkural, 

Naladiyar and Tiruvachagam. Publication of New Journals and literary pieces led to the Renaissance of Tamil 

literature paving the way for the birth and blossoming of Tamil Christian literature adding a new dimension to 

Tamil literature. Krishna Pillai, born as Hindu, with his erudite scholarship in Tamil classics, produced his 

Iratchanya Yathrikam, a great Christian epic when he embraced Christianity. Pillai accepted Christianity, though a 

Hindu, though reading a copy of Motcha Pirayanam given by Dhanakoti Raju and wrote: 

“That very day I learned to pray to his name. That very day the sins which had seemed sweet to me before became 

bitterness itself. That very day I resolved to become a Christian” (Appasamy 27). 

At the same time, he sang his first song in praise of Christ. 

 “O Sea of Love! 

 O Sun of wisdom dispelling the darkness of sin! 

 O God who for thy humble servant’s  

sake didst become man and 

  didst give up they life! 
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I knew not this truth and was a worthless wretch. 

 Now is the time to make me thine. 

 I offer up my heart to Thee, O Prince of Virtue” (P 27) 

Towards the end of his life in a well-known poem, he recalls: 

 “I was dead in sin, thou hast made me alive by the spirit, 

 I was blind and wandering in darkness  

and thou hast showed me the light which never fades. 

 I had become a slave of Satan, the fierce murderer. 

  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .   

 I was a sinner and loved the world  

without serving Thee. 

 Though hadst pity on me and wrought  

  thy goodness in me. 

 Let me never, never forget Thee” 

 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

 Oh, Supreme Treasure in the  Heavenly Regions” (P 30) 

Krishnan Pillai started his literary career with publication of Iratchanya Navaneetham a poem of one hundred 

stanzas. In 1884, he wrote Potti Thiru Ahaval – Songs of Praise. In 1898, he wrote Iratchanya Samaya 

Nirnayam, prose work in Christian apologetics. In 1899, he wrote Iratchanya Manoharam – an anthology of 

lyrics. Pillai’s extensive study of the Tamil classics, his rare poetic gifts and his mature Christian experience enabled 

him to write his magnum opus, i.e. masterpiece namely Iratchanya Yathrikam. The Pilgrim’s Progress in Tamil 

translation had so gripped him that he launched upon the idea of giving a poetic rendering of it. The immortal 

allegory seemed to reflect the struggles and experiences of his own soul and his own understanding and experience 

of the Christian faith. The result is that it is not just a mere metrical rendering of his original in Tamil verse but it is 

a deep-rooted version of his heart and soul. As proof of this, he said once to his Tamil student, Amy Carmichael; 

 “I have poured my life into that book 

 my hearts’ deepest is in it” (P 100). 

At first, his verses appeared in the monthly journal of the Tirunelveli Church, Narpothagam. Encouraged by the 

words of appreciation from a few learned scholars and inspired by a deep desire within to let the world knew the 

love of Christ, in spite of prolonged ill-heath, he worked at it and completed it with the choicest grace of God.  
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This was expressed in all humanity by him in his prefatory note the first Edition of Iratchanya Yathrikam, 

published by the Christian Literature Society in 1894, thus: 

 “I have woven this garland of beautiful  

 Tamil verse for the golden feet of Christ”. 

As an adaptation of John Bunyan’s The Pilgrim’s Progress, Iratchanya Yathrikam has a unique place in Tamil 

literature. As Pillai was steeped in Kamba Ramayanam and had mastered the principles of Tamil prosody 

(Yappilakkanam), it is no wonder that  Iratchanya Yathrikam  blossomed to be a great epic in Tamil. “The aim of 

the author has been to adopt the plan of that inimitable story (of The Pilgrim’s Progress), but so to clothe it in new 

and elegant attire as to present it to us in a really Tamil guise” (P vii). John Bunyan says in the Preface to The 

Pilgrim’s Progress: 

 “This book will make a traveller of  thee, 

 If by its counsel thou wilt ruled be” (Sharrock 36) 

The reading of The Pilgrim’s Progress made Krishna Pillai also a pilgrim from the City of Destruction to the 

Celestial City.  Iratchanya Yathrikam  reveals through the Christian hero, the poet’s own mental struggles. H.A. 

Popley observes: 

“Written in a chaste style with a wealth of imagery and a skill in poetical rhythm, it has come to take a place among 

the great classical works of Tamil literature. It purports to be a Tamil version of John Bunyan’s The Pilgrims 

Progress. While it does reproduce the story and the characters of the original as well as a good deal of 

conversations, it is much more than this, because it gives the picture of the author’s own inner life and of his 

devotion of Christ. It is full of delightful touches and shows how rich and deep was his Christian life, and how 

greatly he had profited by his wide and deep studies in the Hindu Sacred Literature” (P viii). 

Therefore, despite the fact that Iratchanya Yathrikam seems to be an adaptation on the surface level, it is more 

than that. It has to be ranked with major epics, as it satisfies as the requisites of a great epic as per 

Tandialankaram. Tamil Christians honoured’  Krishna Pillai as the “Poet of Salvation” or “Poet of Redemption”, 

as he has laid emphasis in his work on the Christian doctrine of  Redemption. He was also hailed as ‘Christian 

Kambar’ because of the many resemblances one could see between Kamba Ramayanam and  Iratchanya 

Yathrikam. The study in similarities between The Pilgrim’s Progress, and Iratchanya Yathrikam will be really a 

fruitful exercise as The Pilgrim’s Progress has made a profound impact on Krishna Pillai, Dayananthan Francis 

rightly observes: 
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 “The Pilgrim’s Progress is to Iratchanya Yathrikam 

 What the Lives of Plutarch is to the plays of Shakespeare”  

       (Francis 36) 

The Pilgrim’s Progress, which has become a landmark in the history of English novel, has ushered into the 

literary world a new genre that resembles both the novel and the play and yet is neither. Though the work has only a 

traditional theme, the allegory of life as a pilgrimage, the treatment given to it is something commendable. In the 

words of Cazamian, “The central theme of The Pilgrim’s Progress  has nothing original in it, it is a symbol as old 

as imaginative piety; and in his development of the story, Bunyan follows the very lines of earlier allegories, among 

which the best known is  The Pilgrimage of Man by Deguilleville. Probably no one will ever know to what extent 

his invention has been stimulated or guided by these suggestions, where  were already familiar to the popular mind” 

(P 693). The pilgrim idea is as ancient as the Bible which describes the wanderings of the forefathers – Abraham, 

Isaac and Jacob, the exodus of the Jews from Egypt, similar to the City of Destruction, to Canan,  the land flowing 

with milk and honey that is equated with Heaven – the Celestial City. Everyone reminds himself of the transience of 

life on this earth and that to qualify himself to become a citizen of Heaven, he should be a pilgrim on this earth. 

The very first words of this immortal book bring to light vividly the theme and the author and revel how they are 

inter-related: 

“As I walked through the wilderness of this world, I lighted on a certain place, where was a den, and I laid me down 

in that place to sleep And as I slept, I dreamed a dream. I dreamed and behold I saw a man….” (The Pilgrim’s 

Progress, 39). 

These lines reveal Bunyan in his two aspects – as the author and as the subject of the book; the dreamer who is 

himself the dream. The dreamer and the dream are one and the same man, but at two different stages of his life’s 

pilgrimage. That lonely figure, with the Book and the burden and uttering the lamentable cry is not only Bunyan.  It 

is also the representative of the English Puritan epoch, that epoch of which Bunyan was the most faithful mirror in 

literature, as Cromwell was  in action. Bunyan’s long and deep spiritual experiences changed him from the state of 

the chief of sinners by the abounding grace of God to a preacher. Therefore, though the theme of   The Pilgrim’s 

Progress is a common well-known one, it is also a spiritual life story of the author with a personal touch. Hence the 

book has a more telling effect than many other writings on the same theme. P.Krishna Pillai’s  Iratchanya 

Yathrikam can be hailed as the triumph of transformation, as this great classic is an epic rendering in Tamil of 

Bunyan’s   The Pilgrim’s Progress three centuries after the publication of its first edition. In this monumental 

work, Krishna Pillai has effected a magnificent change from its original. 
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 Though cost into a different mould, the foundation is the  same. The theme, the journey of Christian from this 

world to that which is to come, in the form of similitude, is kept intact. The theme obviously appealed to Krishna 

Pillai immensely.  The Pilgrim’s Progress,  apart from the Bible, was instrumental in converting him to 

Christianity. When he was desirous of showing to his contemporaries the need for salvation, his mind naturally 

turned to The Pilgrim’s Progress that captivated his mind when he read it as a young man. The immortal allegory 

seemed to reflect the struggles and experiences of his own soul, his burden of sin, his acceptance of Christ, 

particularly of His redeeming sacrifice on the cross and the wonderful joy and peace which flowed into his soul 

from his surrender to Christ. If the Pilgrim’s Progress is the expression of the spiritual experiences of John Bunyan, 

in its translation that was read by Krishna Pillai, he saw the reflection of his own struggles and experiences. It is 

certain that when Krishna Pillai read that part of  The Pilgrim’s Progress where Christian is teased by his own 

family members and relatives, Krishna Pillai could find a parallel in his own life. It was amidst objections and 

resentments that Krishna Pillai became a Christian. Similarly in his life as a Christian, where he faced many 

problems and sufferings, hardships and trials,  The Pilgrim’s Progress became more real to him, so that when he 

wanted to produce a Tamil classic this book of Bunyan turned into  Iratchanya Yathrikam. “Written in a chaste 

style with a wealth of imagery and a skilled poetical rhythm, it has come to take a place among the great classical 

works of Tamil literature. It purports to be a Tamil version of John Bunyan’s The Pilgrim’s Progress while it does 

reproduce the story and the characters of the original as well as a good deal of conversations, it is much more than 

that, because it gives the picture of the author’s own inner life and of his devotion to Christ” (Pillai 2) 

 Iratchanya Yathrikam has the same time and the treatment of the theme in the form of an allegory is the 

same as in its source, The Pilgrim’s Progress. The genius of the poet is found in the transfiguration wrought in 

his writing it as an epic, according to Tamil literary tradition imitating Kamba Ramayanam and making many 

internal changes in episodes, characterization, scene setting etc., according to the traditions familiar to his reading 

public. Bunyan aimed at a literary creation, giving local colour and habitation to the entire piece in epic mould with 

all literary excellence in Tamil religious and literary tradition. The very first section of Iratchanya Yathrikam 

describing the history of the church (“Varalattup Padalam”) – which is purely Krishna Pillai’s creation – serves as an 

introduction to his great epic. He  skillfully brings out the doctrine of Trinity, the founding of the church of which 

Christ is the Corner Stone.  The section describing creation and the old Testament history (“Sirushtip Padalam” and 

“Poorva Pathaip Padalam”) include the creation of the world, Satan’s rebellion, his fall, Fall of Man and the 

expectation of Messiah by the old Testament generation – all these nor seen in The Pilgrim’s Progress  of 

Bunyan. The Gospels spelt out in the section “Suvisesha Markap Padalam” narrate the Incarnation and the life and 

teachings of Jesus Christ.  
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The most characteristic canto in the book tells the story of Salvation wrought by Christ. 

 With clear in sight and sincere piety, Krishna Pillai describes at great length the events of Holy Week i.e., the 

week before Easter Sunday. This reveals the poet’s meditations on the pains and sufferings of Christ, the malice of 

His enemies and the redemption purchased by His shedding of His blood on the cross, so beautifully developed 

with minute care and genuine insight. The poet, deeply moved by his vision of the crucified Christ, has expressed 

himself in words of memorable beauty. This is followed by the unparalleled event, the Resurrection of Christ, the 

crowning of this section. The extraordinary Christian joy that came to men and angels on that wonderful morning 

was like the gaiety of a field with flowers of various hues, like the song of birds which wished to waken on Lord 

gently from his sleep, like the Sun in its splendour at early dawn. The poet’s love of nature and his skill in describing 

nature is best illustrated in these lines: 

 “Hearken to this my son! 

 The mountain spring murmured in its spray, 

 And the birds twittered in the wood. 

 From these sounds mingling rose sweet music 

 Like unto the song of the holy ones, 

 Gathered in the heavens, 

 With desire impelled. 

 To witness the great wonder of the Lord’s Ressurection” 

      (Iratchanya Yathrikam 2) 

The purpose of Krishna Pillai’s Iratchanya Yathrikam being instruction more than entertainment he was eager to 

introduce into it the life and teachings of Jesus Christ. He found two appropriate places to incorporate these, first 

when evangelist shows Jesus Christ, the only way to Christian and  Secondly when Bakthi Selvi so movingly narrates 

the sufferings, crucification and  Resurrection of Jesus Christ, to Christian in House beautiful (Ezhil Chathram). 

These passages may be considered as digressions. But they are a ‘pleasing irrelevance’ aimed at instructive and 

entertainment’ The Pilgrim’s Progress was originally written for the Christian reading public for whom the life, 

teaching, death and Resurrection of Jesus Christ were all so familiar.  But Krishna Pillai wrote Iratchanya 

Yathrikam for a non-Christian reading public; hence digressions they may seen to be, but really they are not so, as 

they are more meaningful in conveying deeper spiritual truths. Again Bunyan never mentions anywhere the 

sacraments of the church – Baptism or Holy Commission. But our Tamil poet introduces these doctrines in 

“Iratchanya Sarithaip Padalam” verses 51-54. Such introduction can certainly be justified from the point of view of 

his readers. Also, this epic is neither a metaphase nor a paraphrase. 
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 These digressions do not in any way interfere with the flow of the narration. Dr.V.Gnanasigamoni aptly observes: 

 “Wherever Krishna Pillai digresses from his 

 source text, he digresses from his genius significantly” (P 106). 

The poet Pillai ascribes to the Bible characters some conventional behaviour peculiar to Tamil Culture. In “Jeeva 

Pushkirinip Padalam”, he depicts Adam as a Rishi and Eve as Rishpathni who were doing Penance daily in the 

garden of Eden. Again when the maids in Ezhil Chathram shows to Christian the sky – scraping temples, ashrams, 

the hermitages and huts in “Katchip Padalam” stanza 62, one can surmise how Krishna Pillai has written his epic in 

a typical Tamil tradition to fit in with Hindu cultural background. He longs to see the Hindu religious pattern in the 

Messianic concept. In the same manner, the poet refers to ideas about Godhead. The concept of God as 

‘Satchidanantha’ greatly attracted  Krishna Pillai. He associated it with the Trinitarian understanding of God in 

Christianity. This term is made up of the three Sanskrit words, Sat or existence, Chit or knowledge and Ananda or 

joy. Krishna Pillai hails God as king Sachidanantha when he describes Adam and Eve’s state of innocence in the 

Garden of Eden: 

 

 “Imperishable and blissful as they were 

 Approaching king Satchitananda, who saves 

 the whole world. 

 They take as food for their ears 

 the exalted sweet words taught by Him; 

 daily praising Him, carrying out His 

 commandments they live”  (IY 51) 

A.J.Appasamy comments thus: 

“The spiritual and intellectual background of Indian thought is so different from that of Christian doctrine and it is 

not at all easy to find the exact equivalents. Yet Krishna Pillai was so immersed in Indian thought, culture and 

philosophy that he has effectively used words and ideas with which he was familiar in his own literature” (P 74). 

In this great attempt of indigenization of Christianity Krishna Pillai and Vethanayaga Sasthriyar stood in the 

forefront. Apart from their service to Tamil Literature, with the help of their Tamil scholarship, they wanted to 

mould Christianity -  that had come to India through English missionaries is indigenous Theology” (Jesudason 97). 

Iratchanya Yathrikam is the treasure house of this indigenization.  
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Bearing in mind the Tamil tradition and being keen on making his work a typical Tamil epic, Krishna Pillai creates 

an entirely local atmosphere.  While singing of the glory of Immanuel’s Land and Celestial city, according to ancient 

Tamil poetry, he divides the land as the hills, the jungles the plains, the sea costs and waste lands (‘Kurinji’, ‘Mullai’, 

‘Marutham’, Neithal’ and ‘Palai’). The river that flows through this land is ‘Living Ganga’, not having its source in 

Mount Himalayas but in Holy Trinity. 

 “It sprang out the Triple mount, 

 And descending fertilised the fields 

 That produced the bountiful crops of wisdom pure, 

  arising from the word. 

 Nourished by that food, the lack-lustre brassy world. 

 Shone like a world of gold, radiating purity unalloyed. 

 Straight is its course, now and forever. 

 Reflecting goodness absolute – 

 This is the flood of eternal life – the living Ganga”  

(Iratchanya Yathrikam 29). 

It is natural that while Bunyan wrote his ‘The Pilgrim’s Progress, he had in his mind certain places familiar to him. 

Vanity Fair, with its separate rows for the merchants of different nationalities, recalls the great summer fairs of 

Eastern England like the one at Stourbridge, probably well-known to Bunyan. He mentions in Vanity, Fair. “The 

Britain Row, the French Row, the Italian Row, the Spanish Row, the German Row, where several varieties are sold” 

(The Pilgrim’s Progress 125). Krishna Pillai, in keeping with Tamil tradition, gives a local colour to this account of 

Christian’s journey through Vanity Fair. Mayapurie, i.e, the city vanity in Iratchanya Yathrikam is an exact replica of 

a Tamil king’s capital with a fort and a moat around the city and flags flying aloof. The people within are sordid, 

reading mostly trashy third rate literature. The city has many divisions, one being the Indian section. Here the streets 

are laid according to the social customs of that day, separate for each community as Brahmins, Chathriyas, Vaisyas 

and Suthras. It is an utterly loathsome place. A Street in this City is named Sooniya Avanam.  

 An elaborate study of Krishna Pillai’s Iratchanya Yathrikam will reveal that Krishna Pillai deserves great 

appreciation for rendering an English story in oriental garb.  It is a telling example of how best an adaptation could 

be made from English language to any Indian language.  Not giving any distorted version, keeping the story element 

and theme intact, making slight changes in episodes, only to make them more meaningful and catering to the needs  
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of his audience, employing typical Tamil religions and literary traditions, Krishna Pillai’s Iratchanya Yathrikam 

stands as a literary creation par excellence. Professor Ponnu  A.Sathya Satchi has made a fitting tribute paid to Pillai 

thus: 

 “Krishna Pillai had not put the hat 

 of Bunyan on his head on the other hand 

 he has adorned Bunyan with his head dress” ( P8) 

To conclude, it may be said that Iratchanya Yathrikam may be called an allegorical epic, treating a religious subject 

– salvation; for Krishna Pillai is hailed as the “Poet of Redemption”. Through Iratchanya Yathrikam is an epic 

rendering of The Pilgrim’s Progress, Pillai cannot be considered as ‘a plagiarist’. Instead, he is fit enough to be 

called a creative artist of great power, displaying great originality, mater of a grand style combining clarity at all times 

and beauty whenever needed. In a word, H.A.Krishna Pillai, while rendering   The Pilgrim’s Progress  into Tamil 

after reading Rev. Samuel Paul’s translation of Motchap Pirayanam cast it into a different mould, that of an epic. 
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